Readiness Assessment Test Key

[TEST TITLE] TBL

Circle the one best answer. Do not use any resources.

1. The primary purpose of the stam is to remove the
   A. stam bar
   B. cam
   C. denton
   D. menice

2. Which of the following pairs has won the greatest number of Abby Awards?
   A. Smith & White
   B. Jones & Smith
   C. Smith & Taylor
   D. White & Allen

3. Who is most closely associated with the ABC Agreement?
   A. John Kennedy
   B. Margaret Thatcher
   C. Mikhail Gorbachev
   D. Ronald Reagan

4. How many pounds of pressure are exerted by a callam?
   A. 2.6
   B. 150
   C. 260
   D. 2600

5. The stanon is aided by a
   A. port
   B. anstel
   C. immon
   D. octal
6. The stanon frequently overheats because
   A. all grestels are belious
   B. no immon are directly fectitous
   C. ports are always actial
   D. octals are usually casable

7. Stamation normally occurs when the
   A. anstels rupture
   B. immon falls and the denton is in place
   C. octal rotates easily
   D. ports pass over the earm